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 Introduction and Scope

The #eld of Astrobiology is relatively novel3 As such6 it attempts to take full
advantage of all the tools available for scienti#c inquiry that will enable a
successful search for life forms elsewhere in the universe3 The main purpose
of this write<up is to show the relevance of various elementary physical and
chemical processes to the #eld of Astrobiology3 This motivation stems from
a very simple realization6 namely6 that a more complete understanding of
the chemistry and physics of galactic bodies will be crucial at assessing the
potential for life to exist in other places3

 ! Primary objectives

Morrison and Schmidt ABC have recently reviewed the main goals of the #eld
of Astrobiology3 The #rst thing that struck me as I read this monograph was
the broad range of questions posed as relevant to this scienti#c discipline3
Here6 I summarize the areas that are directly related to the topics presented
here3

B3 To understand how life arose on Earth6 it is necessary to understand
the environmental conditions present at the time life emerged3 Whereas
this is ultimately the task of the atmospheric modeler6 much remains
to be known about the photophysics and photochemistry of the atmo<
sphere6 specially in those parts of the atmosphere where dense radi<
ation #elds prevail3 Furthermore6 since we know that the terrestrial
Biosphere has co<evolved with the Earth for over J3K billion years6 we
have to understand how each aLects the other and at the same time
develop reliable markers that will be indicative of the coupling between
the animate and the inanimate3

M3 To investigate the limits for life on our planet and other planets6 we re<
quire not only the study on Earth of life forms in extreme environments
Ni3e36 high temperature6 high UV Qux6 etcR6 but also an understanding
of the physical conditions prevailing in other planets3 Knowing the
chemical composition of a planetTs atmosphere and understanding its
global atmospheric chemistry can be very valuable at making educated
guesses about what possible life forms may or might have existed3
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 ! To determine how common are habitable worlds in the universe4 it is
necesary to expand our current observational data base to include mea8
surements with improved spatial and spectral resolution! This will nec8
essarily require further studies of the spectroscopy of molecules abun8
dant in the universe and an understanding of the conditions that lead
to observed spectral signatures! By pushing our limits of detection it
will be possible to characterize protoplanetary disks and extra8solar
planetary systems!

?! To recognize the signature of life on other worlds4 we need to learn
to identify the chemical signatures of life on distant worlds through
remote sensing of its atmosphere and surface! It is also necessary we
attempt to generalize the process of coevolution of planet and life Asee
item BC! Chemical analysis Acomposition4 isotope fractionationC of me8
teoritic samples of known origin and of samples returned from space
missions contain a vast amount of information! It is crucial we correctly
interpret this data in the context of its place of origin4 that is4 we need
to understand where to search and how to identify evidence for life!

 !" The Need to Understand

In addressing the goals posed in the previous section it is essential we have
at our disposal reliable models that can connect our observations with the
processes that caused them! We could cite the following main areas where
our understanding is still weak and calls for further study!

B! Learn to diGerentiate sources of organic material either remotely or
in8situ! Organic molecules similar to those that are thought to have
preceded life can be formed in a large variety of enviroments including
cold A IJ KC and low8density interstellar clouds! Synthesis of these
species in the interstellar medium is still a matter of debate4 specially
in regard to the role of interstellar grains4 radiation8induced processes4
and gas phase neutral8neutral reactions! The development of predictive
models relies on an accurate assessment of all processes that lead to
signiMcant and measurable signatures!

N! Determine the environmental conditions in those places where we sus8
pect life exists or existed! To this end need to link measurements of
composition4 temperature and density with reliable kinetic models that
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can account as accurately as possible for the observed trends2 This
can only be done if we understand the underlying network of chemical
and physical processes2 Of all these processes9 relatively little is known
about the response of many molecules to ultraviolet :UV= and vacuum>
ultraviolet :VUV= radiation2 The role of chemical reactions initiated by
the photodissociation of atmospheric molecules is also known to play
an important role in our planet9 but their e?ect is largely unknown in
other planetary bodies2 Along the same vein9 and once environmental
conditions are known9 it is possible to evaluate their e?ect on various
known life forms and determine which one:s=9 if any9 are more suitable
for any given environment2

A2 The detection of habitable planets outside the Solar System hinges
upon our ability to carry out spectroscopic observations of key molec>
ular species2 For example9 some of the factors that a?ect the stability
of liquid water :thought to be essential for life to evolve= are the mass
composition and dynamics of a planetFs atmosphere2 Ideally9 we would
like like to gather this information remotely and reliably2

H2 DeJne a database of astronomically detectable spectroscopic features
that may be indicative of habitable conditions2 Accordingly9 it is es>
sential we develop a large spectroscopic database for interpreting these
features2 In some cases9 that is9 when in>situ exploration is possible it
is also required we develop spectroscopic tools that will actively search
for the key ingredients of life9 i2e29 water9 organics9 etc2 This e?ort
includes the development of spectroscopic sensors2

K2 Identify aspects of the EarthFs atmosphere that are strongly depen>
dent on ecological processes and use these model systems to assess the
likelihood of life in other parts of the universe2

 !" The Tools

The Jeld of molecular and chemical physics has beneJted greatly from the
use of laser techniques during the last forty years The word MlaserN is an
acronym for MLight AmpliJcation by the Stimulated Emission of Radiation2N
They a?ord a means of generating copious amounts of monochromatic9 co>
herent9 polarized9 and highly directional radiation suitable for the study of
the interaction of matter with electromagnetic radiation2
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We will illustrate the use of this technology in three di2erent areas of
Astronominal interest5 The 7rst one will be in Section :; where we will be
concerned with the identi7cation and study of spectroscopic features of the
hydrogen and carbon monoxide molecules5 Both species are key ingredients
of the interstellar medium5 Of particular interest is the current assessment
of the role of interstellar grains in the chemistry of the interstellar medium5
Owing to its abundance; the detection of spectroscopic features from H 

which are indicative of grain processes is a topic of much interest5 Carbon
monoxide; though less abundant than the hydrogen molecule; renders itself to
an easier detection in the IR and ultraviolet regions and; therefore; deserves
careful study5 We close this section by discussing the prospects of Cavity
RingFdown Spectroscopy GCRDSI as a compact; reliable; and sensitive tool
for the detection of trace atmospheric constituents in planetary missions5
A laser beam can also be used to study the breaking of chemical bonds

in a very well controlled fashion5 We call this process photodissociation5 DeF
tection of the products of the photodissociation process by the use of specF
troscopic techniques yields a large amount of information about the details
of the bondFbreaking process5 Current bottlenecks in the study of molecules
of atmospheric interest revolve around the diKculties associated with the
production of laser radiation in the frequency regions prevalent in planetary
stratospheres and in the soFcalled Lactive regionsM of the interstellar medium
GNOF:OO nmI5 To date; only a handful of detailed photodissociation studies
have been performed in this frequency range5 Moreover; the competition beF
tween photodissociation and ionization; dissociative ionization; etc at these
wavelengths needs to be answered5
Finally; chemical reactions involving free radicals can be initiated by the

photodissociation process previously described in Section S5 It is not surpisF
ing to 7nd that Nature also uses photodissociation at high altitudes to drive
the bulk chemistry of the atmosphere5 The intricate interplay between the
abundance of a given radical species and its reactivity is very diKcult to
unravel unless we carry out extensive laboratory measurements5 A prime
example is given by the photochemical destruction of ozone in our stratoF
sphere and the subsequent delicate balance between ozone and oxygen atom
concentrations in the stratosphere and total UV Wux in the troposphere5 In
Section   we propose the study of several photoinitiated chemical reactions
that are known to be key players in the neutralFneutral chemistry of the
interstellar medium and planetary atmospheres5 Their study will hopefully
help establishing the role of neutral chemistry in these enviroments as well
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as determining to what extent nonequilibrium conditions are prevalent5
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 Spectroscopy of Astrophysically Relevant

Molecules

 !" Preliminaries

Spectroscopy is concerned with the study of the response of atoms and
molecules to radiation3 It is then no surprise to 5nd that progress in this 5eld
has been a necessary requirement for the emergence of astrophysics9 astro:
chemistry9 and more recently9 astrobiology3 To put it in simple language9 <we
know what we see3> In most cases9 astronomical distances only allow for the
analysis of the radiation reaching us after travelling very long distances3 A
classic example is the discovery and study of the rotational spectrum of the
CN molecule in the interstellar medium3 It provided the 5rst evidence for the
D K cosmic background radiation9 although this fact was overlooked for over
twenty:5ve years FGH3 Advances in spacecraft technology in the past thirty
years has allowed in:situ investigation of planetary bodies in the solar sys:
tem3 However9 it still remains quite unlikely these missions will9 in the near
future9 become commonplace for extrasolar exploration3 Therefore9 direct
observation of the universe still remains largely in the hands of those willing
to analyze the very few photons coming from distant Klight:yearL objects3

At present9 over a hundred molecules have been identi5ed in the inter:
stellar medium3 These include H 9 CO9 OH9 H O9 NH! as well as a large
variety of organics FDH3 Techniques for their detection range from the mil:
limeterOradio frequency range up to the visible and ultraviolet regions of
the electromagnetic spectrum3 Spectral lines from a given molecular species
can be used to gain information about the chemical composition9 density
and temperature of the medium3 This information has been indispensable
in order to establish and improve our current and highly hierarchical view
of the universe3 According to this view9 the universe is composed of large
organizations called galaxies3 Galaxies are composed of stars Kstellar materi:
alsL and interstellar material3 Interstellar material is further subdivided into
large structures KQ:QRR pcL named interstellar clouds3 Depending on their
density9 interstellar clouds are classi5ed as diTuse9 translucent9 and dense3
Over time9 galactic matter cycles between stellar and interstellar material in
a complicated network of chemical9 photochemical9 and nuclear processes3
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 ! Goals

 ! !" H from Interstellar Grains

The spectroscopy of the hydrogen molecule has been investigated thoroughly
during the last century6 As a homonuclear diatomic molecule8 the lack of
a dipole moment makes conventional infrared spectroscopy very di:cult for
the study of the the ground state rovibrational energy levels6 In the case of
the HD isotopomer8 the dipole moment is so small = >? ! Debye@ that only
absorption experiments using long path length and multipass spectrometers
have been possible BCD6 Given these physical limitations8 the only way to
carry out sensitive spectroscopic studies of the hydrogen molecule has been
by the use of electronic8 Raman and quadrupole radiative transitions6

Figure > shows some of the electronic states of the hydrogen molecule6
Parity rules show that the two lowest electronic states8 labeled B "L#

u and
C "Nu8 can only be accessed by an odd number of photons6 The transiO
tion frequencies for electronic transitions in the hydrogen molecule all lie in
the vacuum ultraviolet region =VUV@ of the electromagnetic spectrum6 Light
sources in this frequency regime are not easy to construct and control6 In the
past few years8 laser sources have been designed to reach these wavelengths
via nonOlinear frequency mixing in rare gases BST>UD6 This has fostered numerO
ous studies of the excited states of hydrogen8 particularly by the use of douO
ble resonance techniques6 In typical double resonance experiments8 the VUV
photon is tuned to a particular B "L#

u ! X "L#
g or C

"Nu ! X "L#
g transition6

A second8 lessOenergetic photon is used to probe higher excited states6 These
techniques have provided a wealth of spectroscopic information6 Ubachs and
coOworkers have recently perfomed systematic spectroscopic studies of several
highOlying excited states of this molecule including the B "L#

u 8 C
"Nu8 and

EF "L#
g states of the HD molecule B>XD8 the HYH

"L#
g state in H and D 8 the

B!!B "L#
u state in HD B>CD8 and the I

! "Ng outer well state in H and D B>SD6
In the particular case of the HD molecule8 investigation of the H "L#

g and
B "L#

u electronic states B>ZD has assessed the presence of strong adiabatic
interactions between energy levels8 implying complete geradeOungerade symO
metry breaking over a wide range of molecular quantum states6 Some of these
spectroscopic transitions have been considered as potential carriers of some
of the observed di\use interstellar bands =DIBS@ B>]T>^D6 Tsukiyama and coO
workers have also studied highOlying vibrational levels of the EF "L#

g state
in H BU?D8 and measured _uorescence lifetimes from the EF "L#

g 8 GK
"L#

g 8
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Figure &' Potential energy curves for the ground and several excited elec6
tronic states of the H molecule9

H !:"
g ; I

!=g and J
!?g states in H @A&B; as well as from the H !:"

g and
EF !:"

g states in D @AAB9
A diGerent approach to the detection of the hydrogen molecule involves

the use of multiphoton processes @AIJAKB9 Owing to the gerade symmetry
of the ground state; only states with the the same inversion symmetry are
accessible via a two6photon transition9 Of all these possible transitions; the
only one which has been studied in detail involves the EF !:"

g double6well
state @ANJAOB9 The frequencies required for this two6photon transition lie
above ARR nm; wavelengths easily accessible with conventional dye lasers and
non6linear optical doubling and mixing in BBO crystals9 With typical laser
output powers at these wavelenghts; mild focusing of the laser beam can yield
sensitivities close to those attained via one6photon transitions9

The hydrogen molecule occupies a central role in the composition of the
universe9 The most abundant element is hydrogen UVA WX followed by helium
UN WX; and the so6called YmetalsZ with O UR9R[ WX; C UR9R] WX; and N
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 !"!!# $% leading the list" One would expect that association of two hydrogen
molecules would lead to the formation of this molecule in large amounts"
Whereas this is what we observe> that is> the hydrogen molecule being the
most abundant molecule in the universe> the formation mechanism is unclear"
The association of two hydrogen atoms according to the process

H A H H  B%

cannot happen in the gas phase in the absence of a third body to dissipate
the energy released as the HCH bond is formed" This sole fact calls for the
inclusion in current chemical models of the interstellar medium of gasCgrain
processes" The exploration of the chemical role of grain processes in space is
the subject of recent Faraday Discussion GH#I To date> most working kinetic
models have vastly neglected the heterogeous processes that take place at
the interface of these grains> which are thought to account for ca B $ of the
interstellar mass" These interstellar grains are made up of carbon or silicate
cores surrounded by amorphous ice mantles" It is thought that recombiC
nation of hydrogen atoms and subsequent desorption of H molecules from
the surface leads to a large degree of vibrational excitation of the molecule"
Laboratory characterization of these surfaces clearly requires a knowledge of
the spectroscopy of this molecule> either via the use of oneCphoton VUV or
twoCphoton UV spectroscopy" This need> by itself> justiQes further eRorts at
characterizing spectroscopically this molecule in the laboratory in an attempt
to develop better ways of detecting this species"

Vibrational excitation following recombination of hydrogen atoms on surC
faces is not a phenomenon restricted to interstellar grains GS!TSSI" During
the course of my doctoral work> I have investigated and utilized this pheC
nomenon to study several excited electronic states of the hydrogen molecule
and isotopomers" Hydrogen atoms can be generated in a hot Qlament held at
temperatures between H!!! and S!!! K" Recombination on the chamber walls
of an ultrahighCvacuum chamber leads to signiQcant vibrational excitation of
the diatomic product" The primary use of this WhotX H has been in the
search and calibration of the hydrogen twoCphoton spectrum via the EF !Z"

g

state GS[I" In the course of our investigations we have detected absorption
features to higher excited states including I !\g> J !^g> and GK !Z"

g GS`I"
Figure H shows the twoCphoton spectrum of H  v

 a S% via the I !\g ! X !Z"
g

electronic transition> which has not been previously observed in the laboraC
tory" Experimental knowledge of the energy level structure is necessary since
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ab initio calculations of comparable accuracy are generally not available ow;
ing to the large non;adiabatic couplings between diGerent electronic states8

UltimatelyI these spectroscopic studies in the VUV and UV regions will
enable the laboratory characterization of the hydrogen recombination process
in solid;gas interfaces resembling those found in the interstellar medium8
MoreoverI remote detection of vibrationally excited hydrogen molecules has
to be necessarily preceded by a detailed spectroscopic study of these species
in the laboratory8 Measurement of the steady;state concentrations of these
species in space could become a useful diagnostic to map the distribution
and density of grains in space8

 ! ! Carbon Monoxide

The presence of carbon monoxide in the universe is quite irregular8 It is a
very common species in the interstellar medium and protoplanetary nebulae
with number densities approaching +< ! of the hydrogen molecule concentra;
tion8 In cometsI it represents up to +< O of volatile speciesI with only H O
being more a more abundant gas;phase molecule8 In Solar planetsI how;
everI it is very rare with concentrations not exceeding a few parts per million
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 ppm#$ Despite CO is observed in most planets4 its sources and sinks are
not well understood 9:;<$ It is currently thought that the planetary source
of CO in most planets is not primordial$ In terrestrial planets4 for example4
the major source of this molecule is thought to be the photodissociation of
carbon dioxide in the upper layers of the atmosphere$ Most of these concluE
sions are based on a limited set of data and largely remain tentative$ The
major problem resides in the lack of spectral resolution of current infrared
spectrometers and the inability of mass spectrometers to discriminate CO
from other species with the same mass as4 for example4 N and C H!$

Spectroscopically4 however4 carbon monoxide can be more readily deE
tected than its more abundant partner H 4 whose higher number density
is severely oJset by the weakness of the quadrupoleEallowed transitions in
the infrared 9:L<$ Infrared spectroscopy has been used to record the roE
vibrational spectrum of this molecule from a variety of cosmic sources$ In
addition4 strong electronic emission in the Cameron  a "M  X #O# bands
have been observed in recent measurements of the Red Rectangle by the
Hubble Space Telescope 9:Q<$ This emission has also been observed in the
Mariner R space mission to Mars 9:R< and is thought to be the product of
carbon dioxide photodissociation in the Martian atmosphere with an onset
at SST nm 9UT<$ It seems that whenever this ubiquituous molecule has been
detected4 questions have been raised about its origin and distribution4 many
of which remain unsolved$

In summary4 VUV spectroscopy of carbon monoxide still remains an acE
tive area of study in the laboratory$ DoubleEresonance spectroscopic studies
of the excited electronic states of this molecule deserve more attention so
as to provide a good data base for comparison with emission measurements
from space$

 ! !" Measurements Beyond the Laboratory

Thus far we have been mainly concerned with the buildEup of a reliable
spectroscopic data base and an increase of our knowledge about the energy
level structure of the hydrogen and carbon monoxide molecules$

Another use of laser spectroscopy involves the porting of measuring deE
vices in planetary and space missions$ Until now4 most optical instrumenE
tation relied on the measurement of emission spectra$ There has been an
enormous amount of information coming from these measurements4 as for
example4 the extreme ultraviolet spectra measured by Voyager S 9US4 UY< and
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Figure &' Schematic diagram of a typical cavity ring6down experiment9

Voyager ; <=&> in their encounter with Jupiter9 Bright emission lines of sul6
phur IIIC sulphur IVC oxygen III and hydrogen Datomic and molecularE re6
vealed previously undetected physical processes of signiFcant proportions'
electron temperatures of GH ! K and a hot thermosphere D GHHH KE with a
large atomic hydrogen abundance9

Most molecules do not emit radiation in the visible or ultraviolet regions
of the spectrum unless they are previously excited9 They doC howeverC absorb
radiation9 Conventional absorption spectroscopy relies on the measurement
of a signal extinction against a Nuctuating total intensity background Dthe
total signalE As a resultC sensitivities are generally not as high as other op6
tical detection processes such as laser6induced Nuorescence or multiphoton
ionization9 NeverthelessC absorption spectroscopy has the advantage of be6
ing more a more quantitative method since a knowledge of the extinction
through the sample medium and the absorption coeTcient yields absolute
number densities of the absorbing species9
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In recent years) several groups throughout the world have implemented a
technique by the name of Cavity Ring:Down Spectroscopy =CRDS> ?@@A with
clear promises in regard to miniaturization and portability in planetary and
space missionsC A typical CRDS setup is schematized in FigC FC It consists
of an optical cavity with two highly:reGecting mirrors of known reGectivity
RC Laser radiation at the wavelength of interest is injected in the cavityC The
amount of laser radiation leaking out of the cavity is measured as a function
of timeC If there are no absorbing species in the sampling medium) a laser
pulse injected into the cavity will decay exponentially with a characteristic
time constant  oC If we now add to the cavity a species that absorbs the
laser radiation) the light will still decay exponentially but more rapidly with
a characteristic time constant  absC The relationship between these decay
constants and the frequency:dependent absorption coeMcient ! is simply
given by

! N

 
O R

L

!
!

 
 o   abs

 abs

!
=P>

where R is the mirror reGectivity and L is the cavity lengthC A complete
absorption spectrum may be obtained by scanning the laser over frequency
and recording  C This measurement is therefore equivalent to a conventional
absorption measurements but devoid of the noise introduced by Guctuations
in the light sourceC The advent of diode laser technology in the infrared and
visible regions has made this technique relatively simple to implement as well
as very compact and portableC Very modest laser powers are required and
the sensitivity can be pushed down to shot:limited levels =parts per trillion
for a strong absorber>C CRDS has been succesfully used for the detection of
H$O in the near infrared and infrared ?A) O$ in the red cite) the CH radical
at @FT nm ?A) the CH% radical in the far UV ?A) etcC One of major conclusions
of the Astrobiology Advanced Measurement Workshop ?@XA in OYYZ has been
the need to bring current instrumentation to a point it is ready for GightC
The requirements are quite stringent and include[ space limitations) low
power consumption) operability and survivability in extreme environments)
etcC By taking advantage of a multidisciplinary team of people devoted
to each and every aspect of the process) the dream of having a sensitive
absorption spectrometer aboard a spacecraft may not be too far away in the
futureC
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 Photodissociation

 !" Principles

Electromagnetic radiation can be very e0ective at breaking chemical bonds
and produce free radical species7 In a typical absorption experiment: the
onset of photodissociation is generally manifested by the appearance of ab;
sorption continua corresponding to an excited state with no bound energy
levels7 This broad and typical absorption continuum usually contains very
little information about the details of the upper electronic curves that even;
tually lead to the breaking of the chemical bond7 In order to learn more
about the character of the dissociating electronic state it is necessary we also
observe all photodissociation channels energetically accessible7

We consider a generic photodissociation of a species AB isotropically dis;
tributed in space

AB A h  A A B BCD

and letEs assume that the photolysis radiation is linearly polarized along a
given axis z7 The interaction of the electric Geld !Ez with the molecule is of
the form

!# ! !Ez " cos $ BHD

where !# is the electronic transition dipole moment of molecule AB7 $ is de;
Gned as the angle between z Bpolarization axisD and the transition dipole
moment #7 For the case of a diatomic molecule: two possible types of elec;
tronic transition are possible: namely: parallel B# k bond axisD and perpendic;
ular B# $ bond axisD7 Since the initial sample of AB molecules is originally

isotropic: its interaction with a linearly polarized electric Geld !Ez will lead to
a cos $ and a sin $ spatial distribution of photofragment velocities respec;
tively since the absorption probability is given by the square of Eq7 BHD7 This
is only strictly valid in the case of an instantaneous photodissociation: i7e7:
the AB molecule does not have enough time to rotate and wash out the origi;
nal spatial anisotropy7 Since the character of the ground state of the molecule
is generally known: measurement of the photofragment spatial distribution
of speeds can be used to determine the symmetry properties: and therefore
the character: of the excited state7 Conventional absorption spectroscopy is
unable to provide this information7
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Furthermore( depending on the energy of the photon( several channels
may be possible6 For example( if the A fragment is an atom( it could be in
di9erent electronic or hyper:ne states6 Similarly( if A is a diatomic fragment
it can show varying degrees of rotational and vibrational excitation6 The
photodissociation spatial anisotropy and branching ratios are usually quite
dependent on wavelength( re?ecting the fact that as the photon energy is
changed( new electronic states can participate in the process6

 !" Photochemistry in Action

 !"!# The Interstellar Medium

In Section A we already hinted at the complexity of the chemistry of the interB
stellar medium6 Before we discuss the details of particular systems amenable
to study in the context of photodissociation dynamics( it is necessary we :rst
provide a more complete description of our current level of understanding in
regard to this subject6

According to recent kinetic models FGH( GIJ( the synthesis of molecules
in the interstellar medium involves a sequence of exoergic( bimolecular ionB
molecule reactions6 The initiation of these processes is believed to proceed in
the interior of these clouds via the direct ionization of H and He by MNN MeV
cosmic rays6 The low densities and temperatures seem to allow only chemB
ical sequences between ions and neutrals( which are known to proceed via
Langevin RtemperatureBindependentS reaction mechanisms6 The availabilB
ity of a large database for ionBmolecule kinetic data has enabled a semiB
quantitative assessment of this model under realistic conditions6 Important
reactions involving H!

 include

H!
 TH!

  H!
" TH RUS

H!
" T CO HCO! TH RHS

H!
" TN  HN!

 TH RIS

H!
" T CO  HOCO! TH RYS

whereas for the He! ion the primary reaction sequences are initiated by the
following processes

He! T CO He T C! TO RZS
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C ! CH!  various products ./01

C ! C"H"  various products .//1

The last two reactions involving the C ion are quite avid and initiate
a chain of chemical reactions ultimately leading to the formation of a rich
variety of interstellar organic molecules= Our extensive knowledge of ionA
molecule chemistry allows for other possibilities to be excluded from the
model= Such is the case of

He ! H "  HeH !H ./D1

which possesses an activation barrier of 0=E eV and

He !H"  HeH !H ./G1

which is adiabatically forbiddenH that isH the HeH product state is born in a
repulsive or dissociative state= This model demonstrates that the profusion
of organic molecules is caused by the intimate details of electron transfer
between helium and hydrogenH the two species that initiate a network of
thousands of reactions= The detection of a large concentration of the XA ogen
.HCO 1 ion JKEL is in agreement with the expectations of this kinetic scheme=

Serious loopholes still remain despite all this progress= The role of heteroA
geneous chemistry in dusts and grains remains largely unanswered to date
.see Section D=D1= Global models of all three types of interstellar clouds
.diNuseH translucentH and dense1 are still modeled using only ionAneutral gasA
phase chemistry= These models also assume a large extinction of radiation
by dust and molecules so that the photodestruction via external photons is
unimportant= Photodestruction by internally generated photons produced
by radiative decay of excited molecules is includedH but large uncertainties
remain due to lack of reliable experimental data JKPH Q0L= An even more seriA
ous assumption pertains that of temperature and density homogeneity= One
should expect stark temperature and radiation gradients as well as appreA
ciable photon penetration JQ/L= Recent observations of CH C H and highly
excited CO JQDL corroborate this suspicion= The soAcalled TactiveU regions of
the interstellar region also fall into this special category of sites where other
processes besides ionAmolecule chemistry dominate and the physical condiA
tions are subject to short timescale variations= These active regions can be
of three typesW
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 Shocked portions of clouds0 These astronomical objects were the 7rst
to be studied and have been invoked to account for the presence of CH 

in di;use interstellar clouds <=>?0 Shock fronts raise the temperature of
these regions dramatically allowing dissociation and highBtemperature
chemistry to occur for prolongued periods of time0

 PhotonBdominated regions DPDRGsHI usually located near bright stars
Di0e0I protosolar systemsH0 Inside these regionsI the large UV and VUV
Muxes trigger molecular photodissociation0 Models for PDRGs usually
attempt at predicting the right C I CI and CO balance balance <=QI =RI
==?

 Star formation regions or Shot coresTI which exist at temperatures ten
times higher than the central part of interstellar clouds Dca UVVB>VV KH
and possess high number densities DQV ! ! QV " cm #H0 Large chemB
ical di;erences have been found between di;erent hot cores owing to
unknown factorsI perhaps gasBgrain heterogenous processes0

In both the shocked portions of clouds and in photon dominated regionsI
photodissociation processes of their main constituentsI H$ and COI have not
been addressed0 Photodissociation experiments of these molecules can only
occur in the VUV range0 The detection of photofragments also requires the
use of VUV for oneBphotonI and UV for twoBphoton spectroscopies0 These
experiments will greatly complement the proposed study of the higher elecB
tronic states of the hydrogen and carbon dioxide molecules proposed in SecB
tion U0 Spectroscopic identi7cation of absorption continua will help at loB
cating those wavelength ranges where repulsive andZor predissociative states
exist0 To dateI only one study of the UV photoabsorption and photodissociB
ation cross sections of CO between [[0= and QQ= nm has been carried out by
Letzelter et al0 <=]?0 AdditionallyI Forch and Merrow <=`? have investigated
the twoBphoton dissociation of CO at Qa> nm which shows nonBstatistical
spinBorbit populations of the oxygen atom0 The line of work proposed here
will allow the characterization of the photofragments and a better identi7B
cation of the electronic states responsible for photodissociation in the VUV
with the possibility of also increasing the range of photodissociation energies
above and below those studied by Letzelter et al0 <=]?0 Measurement of the
branching ratios into di;erent electronic states of the O and C atoms will
also help assessing the potential reactivity of these photolysis products in the
interstellar medium0
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 !"!" Planetary Atmospheres

Sheldon '()* has outlined a few of the basic requirements that makes a planet
habitable9 These include; <=> the presence of biota elements <H@ C@ O@ N@
P@ 999>E <F> an aqueous environment@ and@ <H> a mechanism to protect biota
from harmful radiation9 The main corollaries from these requirements genJ
erally imply that life is likely to emerge in planetary systems around secondJ
generation stars that supply the heavier elements@ and that there must be
an atmosphere that greatly attenuates the amount of harmful radiation9 On
Earth@ the key player is atmospheric ozone@ created by the O N O reaction
in the presence of UV radiation < FFQ nm>9 Another important role of
gasJphase species on Earth is to raise the surface temperature via infrared
absorption of solar radiation <greenhouse eSect>9 An Earth without greenJ
house gases would be around H( K cooler causing@ for example@ water to freeze
<provided the atmospheric pressure remains close to the present value> and
greatly impairing the development of most known life forms9 Certain organJ
isms such as the stromatolites '(V* are wellJknown for their superb adaptation
and resistance to UV radiation '(V*@ but in our planet they are more of an
exception than a rule9 This extreme degree of adaptation in stromatolites
appears to be a major impediment to their evolution into more complicated
organisms9 Thus@ one might argue that while life may adapt to large inXuxes
of UV radiation@ it seriously impairs the further evolutionary development
into more complicated organisms9

What other gases are known to act like ozone in other planetary sysJ
temsZ In both Venus and Mars@ stratospheric photodissociation of CO below
FQQ nm into CO and O not only attenuates greatly the Xux of UV radiation
but also triggers the chemistry of the atmosphere by production of O !P@
O "D@ and O "S '^Q*9 The absorption spectra of CO has been measured by
Ogawa '^=* in the Schumann and farJUV regions <=_=9)JF=^9Q nm>@ and down
to H`9( nm by Shaw et al '^F*9 Studies of the photodissociation dynamics of
this molecule have been rather sparse9 Zhu and Gordon '^H* have measured
the production of O !P at =(_ nm@ using a conventional F excimer laser as a
photolysis source9 At this collision energy@ both O !P and O "D are energetiJ
cally possible9 Their results indicate that O "D is preferentially formed@ with
a yield of V`d9 Further experiments by Matsumi et al '^`* have determined
the multiplet branching ratio of the O !P# "  levels also at =(_ nm9 Since
the photodissociation process yields a large degree of internal excitation of
the CO diatomic adduct@ the spatial anisotropy of the oxygen atom was difJ
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Table <B Multiplet branching ratios for the photodissociation of the oxygen
molecule at   7 nm1 Error bars indicate one standard deviation1

Mcult to interpret1 It was found that the oxygen atom Doppler proMles were
consistent with a maximal alignment of the photofragments along the laser
polarization axis Qparallel transitionR and a large degree of internal energy
excitation of the CO product1 In additionT Koshi et al1 67=9 have performed
O  P concentration measurements from the photodissociation of thermally
excited carbon monoxide at <8> nm1 Their measurements did not include the
measurement of either the branching fraction or the photofragment spatial
anisotropyT crucial observables to assess the photolysis mechanism1

Given the lack of experimental dataT it would be highly instructive as
well as useful to perform the photodissociation of carbon dioxide near and
below  ;; nm1 This measurement will allow the determination of photolyW
sis branching ratios as well as the photolysis anisotropy of each individual
channel1 InitiallyT this could be achieved by observing the O  PJ atom usW
ing twoWphoton absorption plus ionization at   7 nm 6779T but ultimately one
would like to detect the COQvXTJXR product and measure the spatial anisotropy
as a function of rotation and vibration of the product1 FortunatelyT there are
sensitive twoWphoton detection schemes for CO centered at  >; nm 67:9 and
at  <? nm 67@91

The photodissociation of CO" resembles in many respects the photodissoW
ciation of O" at wavelengths around   =W ;; nm1 The measured cross sections
in this frequency range are very similarT approaching values in the order of
<; "# cm "1 Despite the weakness of this process Qtypical cross sections at the
peak of absorption continua are in the order of <; $% cm "RT we have been able
to measure the photofragment branching ratio and spatial anisotropy for the
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Figure &' Time of ,ight pro0les at two di6erent photolysis laser geometries
for the O  P! fragment arising from the photodissociation of the O! molecule
at <<= nm>>

oxygen fragment arising from O! photodissociation @ABC> In Table B we show
the multiplet branching ratios as well as a comparison to the results of other
experiments> Information about the spatial anisotropy is obtained by meaF
surement of the nascent photofragment distribution of velocities in a velocityF
sensitive timeFofF,ight spectrometer designed and constructed to carry out
photodissociation and photoinitiated reaction studies @ABC> A typical velocity
or timeFofF,ight pro0le is shown in Fig> & for O  P!> By changing the angle
between the polarization of the photolysis laser and the detection axisK it is
possible to measure the photolysis spatial anisotropyK characterized by the
anisotropy parameter  phot> In this particular caseK  phot L M!NN M!BN> This
0gure is indicative of several excited statesK mostly with O symmetryK taking
part in the process> CurrentlyK we are assessing the experimental feasibility of
experiments with CO! at similar wavelengths using oxygenFatom detection>
This preliminary work will establish the experimental tractability of future
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measurements(
Following the carbon dioxide measurements4 the obvious direction to take

is to move the photolysis frequency into the VUV and fully characterize
the photodissociation dynamics of this molecule beyond the O  D and O  S
thresholds( The availability of a VUV radiation source capable of achieving
this goal will also enable the study of a large host of simple yet very relevant
atmospheric species including O!4 H!O4 NH"4 etc( Whereas these molecules
have been studied to some level of detail4 much ground remains for extaustive
studies of their photodissociation dynamics(
Another line of work in regard to CO! and other polyatomics pertains

the study of the temperature dependence of the absorption and photofragG
mentation( The CO! molecule is by itself a very interesting case( Absorption
of light around HII nm is weak and largely forbidden4 but it is found that
it is greatly enhanced upon thermal excitation( The mechanism for this enG
hancement is related to the change in geometry of this molecule when the
symmetric bending mode is excited at JI(K  m4 approaching the linear geG
ometry of the excited state( Enhanced absorption of carbon dioxide into the
nearGUV MNII nmO has been observed in thermally excited samples heated up
to HIII K QRHS( Other means of exciting the bending modes of this molecule
involve the use of laser radiation Musing4 alas4 a CO! laserTO( Investigation of
the photodissociation dynamics at these short wavelengths is technically and
experimentally an easier task than the VUV photodissociation experiments
and4 despite the intrinsic interest in this greenhouse molecule4 has not been
explored at all(
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 Photoinitiated Chemical Reactions

 !" The Photoloc Technique

We come to the subject which is closest to my heart1 since the study of
photoinitiated chemical reactions has been the central theme of my doctoral
work at Stanford University :;<=> To illustrate the main ingredients of the
technique1 I have chosen to use speciCc examples pertinent to the hydrogen
exchange reaction> However1 the major results of this section are applicable
to any atomFdiatom reaction and may be also generalized to more compliF
cated systems such as diatomFdiatom1 atomFpolyatom1 etc>
Photoloc is an acronym for Iphotoinitiated reaction analyzed via the law

of cosines>J This name stems from the two major elements of the techF
niqueK Crst1 laser photolysis initiates the chemical reaction in a mixture of a
photolytic precursor and reagentL and second1 the law of cosines relates the
product laboratory velocity distribution to the centerFofFmass angular disF
tribution1 i>e>1 the product diMerential cross section> In addition1 rotational
and vibrational integral cross sections can be easily obtained by integratF
ing the diMerential cross section over all angles and detecting all possible
rovibrational reaction products>
We have chosen to study the H N D system because the reaction product1

HD1 can be easily diMerentiated from those arising from elastic and inelastic
scattering> In the Crst step1 a linearly polarized laser beam between PQQ and
RQQ nm photolyzes the HBr molecule producing a monoenergetic population
of H atoms according to the process

HBr
h 
 ! HN Br T<UV

The HFatom photofragments are produced with a wellFdeCned laboratory
speed and spatial anisotropy which subsequently collide with the D molecule
to generate HD and D products according to the reactive exchange process

H N D  ! HDTv
  J V N D T<XV

Finally1 a second laser beam probes the HDTv  J V or C products> In
the limit of zero relative speed between HBr and D 1 which is achievable by
coexpanding them into a vacuum1 the centerFofFmass speed is solely dictated
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by the photolysis wavelength and the nature of the photolytic precursor HBr6
The translational energy of photofragment H is given by

EH 9

 
mH

mHBr

!
 :h# ! ;EH< :=><

where the m?s are the masses of H and HBr@ h# is the photon energy and
;EH is the endoergicity of the photolysis process6 From Eq6 :=><@ and the
fact that HBr and D are stationary with respect to each other@ the centerE
ofEmass speed is Fxed at a value

uCM 9
"mH
M

#
 

s 
HEH
mH

!
:=I<

where M 9 mH KmD 
 and EH has been calculated from Eq2 34562 For a

speci:c HD3v ! J 6 product state of known endoergicity CE conservation of
energy and linear momentum in the centerDofDmass frame yield the following
expression for the magnitude of the centerDofDmass speed of the HD3v ! J 6
product

uHD F
 mD
M

!
 

vuuutG

%
&
 
"

mH

!
EA ! CE

%
 

'
( 34H6

where % and % are the reduced masses of the reagent and product collision
partners respectively2 Consequently the product velocity &vHD is the vector
sum of &uCM and &uHD whose moduli have been given by Eqs2 34J6 and 34H6
respectively namely

v HD F u CM K u HD K GuCMuHD cos (r 34L6

where (r is the centerDofDmass scattering angle2 An excellent way to picture
the above quantites given by Eqs2 34N6D34L6 is to use a OcollapsedP Newton
diagram as shown in Fig2 R The straightforward trigonometric relationship
between &vHD &uCM  and &uHD is very clear and it immediately implies that
a measurement of the product laboratory distribution can be related to the
centerDofDmass scattering angular distribution i2e2 the product diTerential
cross section2
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Figure &' Collapsed Newton diagram pertinent to the photoloc technique7
For detection of a particular HD;v  J ! state& the only vector in this 0gure
with a variable modulus is the laboratory product speed8 This change in
modulus can be mapped directly into a change in center:of:mass scattering
angle8

For the case of a single photolysis channel with anisotropy !phot& pho:
todissociation with linearly polarized light yields a spatial distribution of
photogragment H laboratory speeds of the form

f ?#uH! @
A B !phot  P 

 
#uH  #&phot

!
C'

?DE!

where #uH and #&phot are unit vectors corresponding to the photofragment ve:
locity and photolysis laser polarization vectors& and P ?x! @

!
 
?Fx ! A! is the

second Legendre polynomial8 The argument in P ?x! is simply the cosine of
the angle between the velocity vector of the photofragment and the direction
of the laser polarization8 This expression leads to the familiar perpendic:
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ular and parallel angular distributions typically found in photodissociation
processes under the fast2recoil approximation 5678 69:;

From the above considerations8 it is not surprising to >nd that if Eq; ABCD
governs the photodissociation step8 then the laboratory distribution of HDAv  J D
product velocities is given by an analogous expression8 namely8

f A"vHDD H

 
I

BvHDuHDuCM

! 
I

%

&%

&Jr

!"
I K 'rxnP 

#
"vHD  ")phot

$%
ABID

where !
+
,+
,"r

is the normalized diNerential cross section into a particular solid
angle Jr and 'rxn is a velocity2dependent anisotropy parameter; This expres2
sion has been de>ned so that it is normalized to unity; The similarites be2
tween Eqs; ABCD and ABID are striking in the sense that for a single laboratory
product speed8 the spatial distribution has the same functional form as that
of a photodissociation experiment with an anisotropy given by 'rxnAvHDD; It
follows that the total distributions of laboratory speeds is a weighted sum
of photolysis2like spatial distributions8 the weights being proportional to the
diNerential cross section for reaction at a particular scattering angle; Refer2
ring to Fig; S8 we >nd that the product anisotropy is related to the photolysis
anisotropy by

'rxn A"vHDD H 'photP A"vHD  "uCMD ABBD

where "vHD  "uCM H cos*8 and * is the angle between the center2of2mass ve2
locity and the laboratory product velocity; This angle is >xed for a particular
laboratory product speed by the expression

"vHD  "uCM H cos* H
v 
HD K u 

CM ! u 
HD

BvHDuCM
AB7D

From Fig; S8 we can see that "vHD has a maximum and minimum value
corresponding to the vector addition of the center2of2mass vectors "uHD and
"uCM in a parallel and antiparallel fashion8 i;e;8 forward and backward center2
of2mass scattering; The range of laboratory speeds possible for a particular
HDAv  J D state depends on the particular details of the kinematics and en2
ergetics of the reaction of interest;

Fig T shows the measured rotational distributions of the HD product
at collision energies ca I;T eV; The accompanying solid lines are the result
of quasiclassical trajectory calculations by Blais and Truhlar 56S8 6T:; The
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Figure &' HD*v , - J / and HD*v , 3 J / rotational distributions at -9& eV9
The dashed lines correspond to the quasiclassical trajectory calculations of
Blais and Truhlar DEFG E&H9 Error bars represent one standard deviation9

amount of reactive product in each rovibrational product state has been
obtained by scanning the probe laser over the whole rotational manifold for
a particular vibrational level9

In addition to product rotational distributionsG we have gone at great
lengths to explain how the photoloc technique can be used to measure roviN
brationally stateNresolved angular distribution9 An illustration of this capaN
bility is shown in Figs9 E and P9 Fig9 E shows the laboratory velocity distriN
butions for three selected product states9 These proQles are similar to those
one would obtain by the use of conventional Doppler spectroscopyG with the
added twist that each product laboratory velocity is constrained to appear at
a unique arrival time at the detector9 In practiceG this constraint makes the
inversion of the laboratory raw data into the corresponding centerNofNmass
diSerential cross section easier9 Fig9 P shows the corresponding angular disN
tributions9 The solid lines are the result of an TexactU quantum mechanical
calculation by Kuppermann and coNworkers DEEH using the EQMC PESG the
most accurate potential energy surface for this reaction system DEPH9 The
agreement between theory and experiment is quite remarkableG specially in
regard to the match of features changing over small angular ranges *noteG
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Figure &' HD*v , - J / time2of25ight pro8les from the H ; D< reaction at
-@A eV@ The solid lines are the result of a linear 8t using Monte2Carlo gener2
ated basis functions@

for exampleI the local minimum exhibited by the HD*v , - J , K/ angular
distribution in the back2scattered region/@ CurrentlyI we are extending this
work in order to experimentally measure the degree of rotational polarization
*i@e@I the spatial distribution of rotational angular momenta/ of the diatomic
productI which is thought to be more sensitive to the speci8c details of the
reactive event and the underlying potential energy surface@

In principleI these measurements are not restricted to the atom2diatom
case@ For the caseI for exampleI of an atom2polyatom reactive collisionI
measurement of the spatial anisotropy of the reaction product can be valuable
at estimating the internal energy deposition of the unobserved polyatomic
productI and reliable diPerential cross sections can therefore be measured@
Such is the case of recent studies by Zare et al@ on the Cl ; CH S&TUI and
C!H" SVWU reactions@
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 !" Some Challenges

 !"!# Neutral+Neutral Chemistry

Section I?J gave a brief review of our present understanding of the synthe;
sis of interstellar material? We also pointed out some of the pitfalls of a
model that is only based on ion;molecule reactions and examined possible
situations for its breakdown? The role of neutral;neutral reactions in the
interstellar medium is still highly uncertainO as a result of our poor under;
standing of the underlying reaction dynamics FIG? Recent experimental data
on radical;radical reactions at low temperatures F&-G show very large reaction
rates for even radical;stable processesO with Arrhenius preexponential factors
displaying  

Tn
*n ! R/ dependences? Reaction rates for radical species at low

temperatures have been measured by the CRESU technique *CinVetique de
RVeactions en Ecoulement Supersonique UniformeO or Reaction Kinetics in
Uniform Supersonic Flow/ pioneered by Rowe and co;workers F&JO &IG? To;
tal reagent depletion rates are measured via laser;induced <uorescence down
to approximately -R K? WhereasO such kinetic data is usefulO the technique
is severely hampered by the inability to detect and study the various reac;
tive channels that may be operative at diWerent temperatures? The photoloc
techniqueO as explained aboveO aWords a means of studying radical;stable
and radical;radical reactions with a much >ner control over initial and >nal
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conditions 'single collision conditions+ well-de.ned collision energies01 In ad-
dition to the inherent interest in understanding the basic reaction dynamics
of these important reactions+ photoloc studies may also serve the purpose of
checking and validating the most controversial results obtained to date with
the CRESU technique1

We have already discussed that CO is formed via a variety of processes1
If we begin to consider neutral-neutral processes in the context of interstel-
lar chemistry+ the unstudied atom-radical reaction shown below becomes a
favourite candidate1

CH G O CO G H 'HI0

Whereas it is relatively hard to generate in a controlled fashion two free
radicals in the laboratory+ the reverse reaction easily lends itself to study
by the photoloc technique1 The experimental data then may be used to
re.ne the potential energy surface for this reaction system which allows for
a calculation of rate coeKcients1

Likewise+ the most likely candidates for the removal of CO is

OH G CO CO G H 'HM0

This reaction proceeds via initial formation of an energized adduct which
then decays into products1 The reverse reaction+ namely+ H G CO has been
investigated by Brouard and co-workers PQIR who measured the OH product
in particular rovibrational levels and inferred the .rst few moments of the
diSerential cross section from the Doppler pro.les1 The forward OHGCO
reaction is amenable to study by the photoloc technique1 Copious amounts
of OH radicals can be readily generated by photolysis of H O in the ultravi-
olet PQMUQQR1 Product detection can be accomplished by measurement of the
H atom for total cross section measurements or by looking at the triatomic
product using well-established detection schemes PR1

Similarly+ the ion-molecule synthesis of hydrocarbons and other organic
species is very much aSected by neutral-neutral reactions1 Carbon insertion
reactions may play an important role if they proceed via carbon insertion+
and may solve the long-standing problem of ion-molecule reaction sequences
not being capable of synthesizing some of the long-chain organics observed in
the interstellar medium PR1 Some examples of these carbon insertion reactions
are

C G C H  C!H G H 'HW0
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These experiments2 however2 are not likely to be performed in the near
future> Photolytically2 it is hard to make carbon atoms2 yet one can envision
the VUV photodissociation of CO as a likely candidate>

Further concerns about the validity of our current models of interstellar
chemistry will undoubtedly foster an increased amount of research in this
area and a search for alternative ways of studying free radical reactions>

 !"!" Nonequilibrium Processes

In my own view2 the role of nonequilibrium processes enters into the subject
matter in two diIerent ways> The Jrst one stems from the wellKestablished
decoupling of radiation and particles that2 according to the standard Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis Model2 occurred in the early stages of formation of
the universe> The consequences of this phenomenon include some of the
processes we already described throughout this report and include photodisK
sociation and photoionization of atomic and molecular species> The second
one is a bit more subtle and has to do with the diIerences in behavior #i>e>2
reactivity& between the same species in diIerent internal or translational enK
ergy states as a consequence of some #unspeciJed& pumping process leading
to nonequilibrium atomic and molecular distributions>

In fact2 the role of nonequilibrium processes has silently accompanied
most of our discussions in previous sections> Quoting W> Klemperer STUV
from his review article on interstellar chemistryW  the synthesis of large spe/
ci1c species by inanimate4 uncatalyzed processes is important because it il/
lustrates that chemistry can4 in the absence of biological direction4 achieve
complexity and speci1city:> A dramatic example of the absence of thermoK
dynamic equilibrium is the concentration of CO in the universe> Next to H"2
this molecule is the most abundant interstellar molecule2 although typically
down by a factor of at least YZ !> Thermodynamic calculations predict that
under typical dark cloud conditions #$Z K2 H" ! " YZ

#$ cm  & at chemical
equilibrium2 there would be fewer than one CO molecule in the volume of
the observable universe[ Nonequilibrium is the Jrst requirement to be readily
satisJed by any serious kinetic scheme attempting to explain the chemistry
of the interstellar medium> It comes then as no big surprise that the cenK
tral idea of this report revolves around the laboratory study of some of the
processes that lead to such nonequilibrium conditions>
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The recent text by Marov et al/ 0123 discusses in detail a whole range of
scenarios in the planetary and cometary atmospheres where the presence of
=hot> radical species becomes prominent/ The major conclusion from this
monograph is the realization of the great importance of various processes
including photolysisA energetic electron impactA and accompanying numerous
chemical reactions in the description of the structureA energy balanceA and
dynamics of the thermosphere/

Some of the reactions relevant to planetary atmospheres which fall into
the category of nonequilibrium processes and which are amenable to study by
means of the photoloc technique are discussed in the following paragraphs/

In the Venusian atmosphereA CO photodissociation below HIJ nm trigK
gers a large proportion of the atmospheric gasKphase chemistry by production
of O !P and O "D/ Removal of the carbon monoxide adduct of carbon dioxK
ide photodissiation is thought to proceed via the already familiar reaction
with OH

OHP CO CO PH QH1R

Thus farA neither gas chromatographic nor mass spectrometric methods
from recent inKsitu measurements provide evidence to resolve what other
reactions may contribute as sinks of the CO molecule 03/

Cl and SO are also known to be photolyzed under THJ nm in Venus/
The reaction of chlorine atoms with H 

Cl P H  HPHCl QH2R

becomes in this case the chemical analogue of the terrestrial reaction reK
sponsible for the disappearance of methane Qalready studied by the photoloc
technique by Zare et al/ 0V23R as shown below

Cl P CH#  CH! PHCl QTJR

MoreoverA HCl is probably removed via photolysis in the VUVA which
makes it amenable to study using the approach outlined in Sec T/

The Martian atmosphere is also dominated by the photolytic breakup of
carbon dioxide/ HoweverA the presence of other chemical species in signiXcant
quantities makes the subsequent chemistry quite diYerent from that of Venus/
UV absorption features show the presence of hydrogen atoms QIHI/Z nmRA O
atoms QITJ/[ nmRA and molecular band systems of CO Q! ITJ nmR/ H atoms
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are most likely produced by the photodissociation of water vapor in the VUV
and lead to a rich chemistry initiated by the reaction

H 8 O  OH8H :;<=

and

H 8 O!  O 8OH :;>=

The O "D product of carbon dioxide photodissociation leadsB owing to its
greater reactivity than O !PB to reactions such as

O:"D= 8 H O OH8OH :;;=

and the reverse of the H 8 O reactionB namelyB

O:"D= 8 OH O 8H :;E=

FinallyB for the external planets Jupiter and SaturnB less is known about
the photochemistry and subsequent chemistryB mostly owing to the lack of
knowledge of the vertical temperature structure of the atmosphereJ Since
hydrogen is the dominant constituent of these atmospheresB photodissociaK
tion below <LL nm and ionization below ! NL nm leads to the formation of
neutral as well as charged H atomsJ At lower altitudesB methane and ammoK
nia undergo photolysisJ The chemistry these free radicals undergo is largely
unknownB but the more recent discovery of CO on Jupiter shows that phoK
tochemical processes involving oxygen species do occurJ CO is hypothesized
to originate from the oxidation of methane by waterJ

To conclude this sectionB we have shown a quite large number of gasK
phase chemical reactions relevant to nonequilibrium processes of astronomical
interest which deserve detailed study and characterizationJ We have also
outlined how the photoloc techniqueB or any other variantB can be succesfully
used for their studyJ
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